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In the Spring of 2016 myself and colleagues created a scalar site, “Connecting the Dots”, for the
Seattle Public Library’s Special Collections Department. This Scalar site is both a digital exhibit of a
Seattle family’s collection of letters and photographs as well as a model of a more intuitive and
interactive way to structure finding-aids.
My colleagues and I uploaded images of photographs and letters onto paths we generated for
family members and events, and tagged physical and electronic resources onto these paths.

Users now can explore the linear narrative and conceptual structure of the
collection, simultaneously discovering which library resources are physically in the archives, which exist purely online, and which are available both
online and in print.

scalar.usc.edu/works/connecting-the-dots/index

Visitors to the
site may enter
the linear
exhibit via the
blue “Begin”
button on the
homepage or
navigate
across content
connections
through the
data visualizations held in
the menu bar
at the upper
left.

The grid visualization illustrates connections between
items grouped by format

Force-Directed Visualization: Digital and Physical Resources of the Seattle Public Library
The Seattle Room: Special Collections at SPL

Seattle Public Library Online Resources

“Investigation of Communist
Propaganda” [book]

Seattle Times
[Database]

Seattle City Directories

Genealogy Department

Seattle Neighborhood
History Project
Northwest Cards Index

Digital Sanborn Maps
1867-1970

The force-directed visualization illustrates the connections between items spatially

The radial visualization illustrates
the proportions of different connections between content

The tree visualization illustrates
the hierarchical structure of
paths and their content

Notable Scalar sites:



Scalar = an open-source API digital humanities platform created by USC. Sites can be “digital books”, archival exhibits, classroom modules, etc.




Scalar’s content model is based on RDF (Resource Description Framework), the W3C semantic web standard, and most of its
content relationships are expressed using standards such as Dublin Core, Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities, and
ArtSTOR. HTML5 media handling is supported wherever possible.
The structure of Scalar is built upon two tools: Paths, which are linear pages which may be embedded with media, and Tags,
which are non-linear groupings of content. Paths can contain other paths, and tags can reference other tags, making both hierarchical and rhizomatic structures possible.



Scalar then generates data visualizations out of the structure of the tags applied by the creator to the different paths of
each scalar site. Users can navigate scalar sites via its paths or its data visualizations, which come in two varieties: page level and
book level.



Page level visualizations, which can be used as the default view for any page, generally show only content linked to that
page. Global visualizations show content across an entire book and allow readers to choose the type of content and
relationships they’d like to see visualized as well as the graphical format of the visualization itself.

“Performing Archive: Edward S. Curtis = ‘the vanishing race’”, Amy Borsuk,
et. al., Claremont Center for Digital Humanities. “Aggregated media from
several different collections based on the early 20th century ethnographic
and photographic work of Edward s. Curtis.”
“Growing Apart: A Political History of American Inequality”, Colin Gordon.
“An examination of inequality in modern America.”
“The Knotted Line”, Evan Bissell, Erik Loyer. “A richly interactive visual
interface combined with a deep pedagogical resource, both powered by
Scalar.”

For more info: scalar.usc.edu
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